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DVDAuthorGUI is a convenient tool that provides you with an easy to use user interface for the DVDAuthor program. It allows you
to create movie DVDs without having to deal with the command line interface of the original application. Since Windows became
the most popular operating system, most of the computer users got used to the graphical interface and find it easier to operate. This
is particularly true when you need to handle multiple files and parameters as is the case when creating video DVDs. All the
parameters of the DVD are stored in a project file that can be loaded later if you want to make modifications. It includes the list of
video files, the audio tracks, the subtitles and the other essential elements required to author the disc. The main advantage of the
GUI is the ability to access the resources, to organize them into chapters and to create the menus required to access all the titles from
the media player. The functions are clearly structured and easily accessible with just a few clicks. The menus provide access to the
advanced features of the DVDAuthor in order to edit the XML file before authoring the DVD. This enables you to fine-tune the
output that can also be saved as an ISO file after the authoring is finished. The GUI requires minimal resources to run and can
improve the experience for the users that are not used to the command line interface. While the professionals might still prefer the
command line for its flexibility, DVDAuthorGUI is recommended for the casual users for quickly accessing the basic features of
the DVD author tool. How to use DVDAuthorGUI: Load DVDAuthorGUI project to create/edit a movie DVD. The project can be
created by going to menu DVDAuthorGUI> Project. The project is saved in the directory where the DVDAuthor.exe is located. To
modify a project: After you've created a project by opening it from the menu, you may open the XML file DVDAuthorGUI.xml in
the DVDAuthorGUI\xml directory to modify. To do this, open a command prompt and navigate to the directory where
DVDAuthorGUI.exe is located, as follows: C:\DVDAuthorGUI\xml DVDAuthorGUI is a convenient tool that provides you with an
easy to use user interface for the DVDAuthor program. It allows you to create movie DVDs without having to deal with the
command line interface of the original application. Since Windows became the most popular operating system, most of the
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- Advanced Video Encoder (AVE): - Burn utility: Start burning the DVD image file to a DVD disc, - Subtitle/Audio Encoder:
Multimedia file, stored in one or many files, with various audio/subtitle track - Split utility: Split a DVD video file into several
smaller files, store in one or many files, e.g. A,B,C,D - Merge utility: Combine all the smaller files into one single multimedia file,
store in one or many files, e.g. A,B,C,D - Clone utility: Copy a DVD video file from one DVD disc to another DVD disc, clone the
DVD - Insert/Play utility: Insert a DVD video file into DVD, or play the DVD Pelicam CAM-V2.2.1.11 Description: Pelicam CAM-
V2.2.1.11 License: Free for all use Date: 11-Nov-2009 Version: 1.2.1.11 Author: James F. O'Meara Platforms: Windows Pelicam
CAM-V2.2.1.11 Pelicam CAM is a professional MPEG-2 video encoder that can be used to encode video streams and output them
on DVD or VCD. Pelicam CAM is the most advanced DVD video encoder with a simple and intuitive interface. Pelicam CAM can
be used to encode any standard definition video file (MPEG-1, MPEG-2, MPEG-4 H.264, H.263) and allows you to edit any media
file before encoding. Pelicam CAM provides all the features required to make DVD video files, such as chapters, audio, subtitles,
and other metadata. Each video file is placed in a single directory and the metadata is stored in a separate file. These can be edited,
as well as the various configurations settings of the encoder, such as audio and video settings. Pelicam CAM allows you to specify
whether the encoded file is to be output as a VCD or a DVD disc. The application is available as a stand-alone application that can
be installed to your local computer, a virtual machine or the Internet. Pelicam CAM provides a powerful set 77a5ca646e
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DVDAuthorGUI is a convenient tool that provides you with an easy to use user interface for the DVDAuthor program. It allows you
to create movie DVDs without having to deal with the command line interface of the original application. Since Windows became
the most popular operating system, most of the computer users got used to the graphical interface and find it easier to operate. This
is particularly true when you need to handle multiple files and parameters as is the case when creating video DVDs. All the
parameters of the DVD are stored in a project file that can be loaded later if you want to make modifications. It includes the list of
video files, the audio tracks, the subtitles and the other essential elements required to author the disc. The main advantage of the
GUI is the ability to access the resources, to organize them into chapters and to create the menus required to access all the titles from
the media player. The functions are clearly structured and easily accessible with just a few clicks. The menus provide access to the
advanced features of the DVDAuthor in order to edit the XML file before authoring the DVD. This enables you to fine-tune the
output that can also be saved as an ISO file after the authoring is finished. The GUI requires minimal resources to run and can
improve the experience for the users that are not used to the command line interface. While the professionals might still prefer the
command line for its flexibility, DVDAuthorGUI is recommended for the casual users for quickly accessing the basic features of
the DVD author tool. @Viewer, thanks for the comment. As I mentioned in the previous reply, I only need the DVD menu, not the
Chapter menu, because I do not have the subtitles. So I will go with DVDAuthorGUI for my test run. @Viewer, thanks for the
comment. As I mentioned in the previous reply, I only need the DVD menu, not the Chapter menu, because I do not have the
subtitles. So I will go with DVDAuthorGUI for my test run. @Viewer, thanks for the comment. As I mentioned in the previous
reply, I only need the DVD menu, not the Chapter menu, because I do not have the subtitles. So I will go with DVDAuthorGUI for
my test run. Hi, I have a PC with a limited number of available resources. It only has 4GB of RAM and only a 64GB SSD. I
currently use the command line option of DVDAuthor

What's New in the?

2.01 2001-07-23 Added the ability to pause/resume the application during DVD creation Added the ability to display the current file
name or the path. Fixed a bug in which a warning was shown in case no images were found on the selected directory. Fixed a bug in
which an error message was shown if the user selected a directory containing images without having the necessary permissions.
Fixed a bug in which the chapter list displayed the chapter names in the wrong order. Fixed a bug in which subtitles were not
automatically loaded. Fixed a bug in which the application was running in the background when no DVD was created. Fixed a bug in
which the preview button did not work on the select media window. Fixed a bug in which when the application was running in the
background it was not possible to open any other window. Fixed a bug in which when the user selected more than one file in the
"Add files" window, the second one was ignored. Fixed a bug in which the selection was not cleared when a file was renamed. Fixed
a bug in which the list was not correctly updated when the selected file was renamed. Fixed a bug in which when the application was
paused and there were no images, the Select Media window could not be closed. Fixed a bug in which the selected media path was
not cleared when the selected file was renamed. Fixed a bug in which the transfer rate was not correct in the Write to DVD window.
Fixed a bug in which the chapter list did not include all the chapters in the project file. Fixed a bug in which the pause/resume
button did not work. Fixed a bug in which the preview button did not work. Fixed a bug in which the title was not saved in the
project file. Fixed a bug in which the extension of the file was not saved in the project file. Fixed a bug in which the media directory
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of the project file was not saved in the project file. Fixed a bug in which when the application was paused, the menu was displayed
in the wrong tab. Fixed a bug in which the application was not re-opened if it was already open. Fixed a bug in which the selected
media directory was not saved in the project file. Fixed a bug in which when the "File name" field was set to the default value the
program was not started. Fixed a bug in which when the "Close" button was pressed a warning message was displayed. Fixed a bug
in which the chapter select menu did not appear after the application was started. Fixed a bug in which the media files were not
listed in the same order. Fixed a bug in which the images were not displayed in the player when there were more than one file with
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7/8/8.1/10 (64-bit versions) Windows 7/8/8.1/10 (64-bit versions) Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo (2.6 GHz or
faster) Intel Core 2 Duo (2.6 GHz or faster) Memory: 4 GB RAM 4 GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 7800GT / ATI Radeon
X1300 NVIDIA GeForce 7800GT / ATI Radeon X1300 DirectX: Version 9.0 Version 9.0 Storage:
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